
Nombre ___________________________________________________ 
Hora ____________ 
 
4-Exceeds Expectations 

 I speak Spanish and avoid English from bell to bell even when we’re outside of prize time. 
 I exceed expectations by going above and beyond what is required. 
 I always stretch myself to communicate in Spanish with both my teacher and classmates. 
 I am enthusiastic about learning Spanish! 
 If I keep doing what I’m doing, Srta. Hawkins will not worry about whether I could have gotten better over the year. 
 Almost no room for improvement. 

o I even speak Spanish with Srta. Hawkins and classmates outside of class. 
3-Meets Expectations 

 I never speak English during prize time, and I try to stay in Spanish outside of prize time. 
 I often choose silence instead of attempting to communicate in Spanish. 
 I use my references to help me comprehend and communicate. 
 I show no negative behavior. 
 I work bell to bell. 

 I do what I can to understand: I read the instructions, look at the screen, through my binder resources (our textbook), look at the 
walls, and ask questions. 

2-Approaching Expectations 

 I speak English instead of Spanish if we’re not in prize time. 
 I ruin the class prize by speaking English when it’s not allowed. 
 I use my cell phone in class. 
 I complain, argue with teacher, get the class on tangents, hold side conversations, or am out of my seat. 
 I am slow to get started on warm-up exercise, wait to copy answers instead of trying for myself first; I sometimes don’t complete it by 

the time we move on. 
 I use homework time to do stuff for my other classes. 
 I pack up before the bell rings. 

1-Does Not Meet Expectations 

 I speak so much English that Srta. Hawkins sometimes doesn’t punish the class when I talk (but 
rather gives me a 1 on this ). 

 I can check four or more of the boxes under “Approaching Expectations”. 
 I zone out and don’t do anything because I can’t understand anything that jerk Srta. Hawkins is saying. 

 
Without calculating a mathematical average, circle what you think your overall score should be:  1     2 3 4 
Srta. H will make the final judgment call! 


